
SYGA10578

Looking for the ideal fishing pole for freshwater?

This rod has outstanding strength and performance because to its construction of lightweight but durable 

high-density carbon fabric. The medium action provides the ideal balance of power and sensitivity, making 

it the ideal choice for bringing in those challenging catches. This rod is likely to help you take your fishing 

experience to new levels thanks to its sophisticated appearance and potent functionality.

The length of the rod can be adjusted from 10 feet to 23.6 feet, giving you the ability to personalize it to 

meet any size body of water, as well as your fishing technique preferences. You can put up and take down 

your rod at any moment thanks to the telescopic construction that lets it conveniently fold up for travel 

and storage without losing any of its stiffness or strength. It was made this way so that it would be easy to 

take apart quickly after a productive day of fishing.

This rod is perfect for anglers of all skill levels since it has great control and a weight distribution that is 

well-balanced, allowing it to produce the most powerful casts possible. This rod was crafted with every 

component with the intention of maximizing your enjoyment of your time spent fishing. You can rely on this 

rod to provide you with a pleasant experience each time you go out into the lake, regardless of how long 

you've been fishing or how much expertise you have.
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↑ SYGA10578

Available Models

Item No. Type Length Segments Top Dia. Butt Dia. Rod Weight Line Weight Closed Length

SYGA10578-1 Telescopic 3.6M/11.81ft 7 0.7mm/0.03in 10.2mm/0.41in 108.4g/3.82oz 1.5kg/3.31lb 77cm/2.53ft

SYGA10578-2 Telescopic 4.5M/13.78ft 8 0.7mm/0.03in 10.2mm/0.41in 134.9g/4.76oz 1.5kg/3.31lb 77cm/2.53ft

SYGA10578-3 Telescopic 5.4M/17.06ft 10 0.7mm/0.03in 11.8mm/0.48in 198.4g/7.06oz 1.5kg/3.31lb 77cm/2.53ft

SYGA10578-4 Telescopic 6.3M/19.69ft 11 0.7mm/0.03in 15.3mm/0.61in 242.3g/8.65oz 1.5kg/3.31lb 77cm/2.53ft

SYGA10578-5 Telescopic 7.2M/22.44ft 12 0.7mm/0.03in 18.4mm/0.76in 297g/10.61oz 1.5kg/3.31lb 77cm/2.53ft
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Product Showroom
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Product Features
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The high-density 46T carbon fiber used in the construction of the rod blank.

The fishing rod's tip is constructed of braided fishing line with eight strands, which gives it excellent 

strength and protects it from corrosion.

When catching huge fish, using carbon fabric of a uniform thickness may successfully prevent the hook 

from breaking.

Braided handle that is resistant to perspiration and thunder, as well as shockproof.
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Packaging
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Packing Method: Polyester fabric bag

Packaging size: 

SKU Packaging Size(cm) Gross Weight(g)

SYGA10060 78*5*5cm 191g-375g
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